
Debunkers Of JFK's Death 
Told Real Evidence Needed 
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used next Tuesday. 
Mrs. Marguerite Oswald 

I observe the third anniversary of 
;her bereavement Thursday in 

11111 Burial Palk, near 
;Font Worth. by visiting the 
,grave of her son. 

It is the greenest grave in the 
cemetery. Mrs. Oswald planted 

l "goll course" grass on it and 
waters it almost daily from a 
hydrant. 

Oswald's widow has been 
!married almost 18 months to 
[Kenneth ,Tess Porter, a former 
ielectronics factory Ion eman by 
whom she has had a son. She is 
convinced Oswa/d kiited Kenne-
dy and as far as is known, 
never visits his grave. 
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Our' aid's mother, Mrs. Mns' 
guerilo Oswald, is against 
opening a n °immediate' invosti .  
gallon but for different reasons' 
than Alexander. 
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'Because as the Warren 
rommissiOn wits gin last, I am 
afraid that if the ease is 
reopened now, this would apply 
to the other side. I think we. 
should go a little slower anti 
accumulate as much factual 
evidence as possible to bleak 
the ease." 
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Texas Ally. Gcni Waggoner 
Carr, who was close to the, 
Warren Cointntssion, oppose,; 
any new Investigation and] 
believes the commission's re- h;  
port was both thorough andi 
accurate. 

"Since the Warren Report I 
was made, we have stood readyl 
to additionally investigate any' 
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When Oswald fatally wounded 
Kiinneity, he nth/test killed Texas 
Gov. :John Connally. Connally,, 
tietv recovered, never talk,: about; 
the case without entotion. Ilow-I, 

yea-, he deeingss comment on r  
those who criticize the Warren 
Report. He was elected to a 
third term Nov. R.. 

Oswald also 'pilled Patrolman. 
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who received nee, than Plot 000 
la public donations, moved this 
SlIntaltat 10 a larger home 0,111 
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